
HO LTP 5: Training Meeting #2 

 Training Objective: 

Tasks: Regimental commander conducts a training meeting with all regimental staff 
officers and sergeants. 

 Battalion commanders conduct a training meeting with all battalion staff officers 
and sergeants. 

 Company commanders conduct a training meeting with all company-level officers 
and sergeants. 

 Platoon leaders conduct a platoon training meeting with all platoon sergeants and 
squad leaders.  

Condition: Having already conducted HO LTP 4: Training Meetings #1 and given the 
annual training calendar, weekly training schedules, How to Train Manual, and unit SOP.  

Standard: As a result of the regimental training meeting, the key events are identified for 
the second semester, commander’s guidance is issued, and the XO has developed a plan and IPR 
schedule for the production of oporders for each event requiring one. 

 As a result of the battalion training meeting, each staff officer briefs his or her 
assessment of the status in his or her functional area, and the battalion commander issues 
guidance. 

 As a result of the company training meeting, progress on the training strategies 
identified in the company METL assessment brief is assessed and commander’s guidance is 
issued, company PT plans are developed for the second semester, and a company FRAGO for 
the next SMI is prepared. 

 As a result of the platoon training meeting, last week’s training will be AARed, 
plans will be finalized and pre-execution checks developed for key events that occur in the next 
two weeks including MRIs and taskings, and warning orders will be issued for training three 
weeks out. 

Instructor Notes: 

Prior to the LTP, the TAC must communicate his expectations and issue his guidance, to include 
the products he expects the training meetings to produce.  This guidance should take into 
account the products produced and guidance issued from HO LTP 4: Training Meetings 
#1.  TACs will most likely be engaged in other LTPs during the execution phase, so planning 
and preparation are critical.  Senior and junior cadets who are not in chain of command positions 
designated to attend a particular meeting can either attend the meeting as observers or perform 
other missions assigned by the TAC or commander. 


